
Operation

Device "switch" button

Introduction installation

Configuration

Waiting for the matching remote to succeed

Remote control matching

ShinePhone

Air conditioner
 partner

Instruction

Download

ShinePhone

Use the QR code on the mobile phone to scan  the 

manual to download the “ShinePhone”APP;(You  can

 also search for "ShinePhone" in the APP store to

 download the app)

Smart Air Conditioning Companion is a combination 
with traditional air conditionersIntelligent thermostat 
products, remote intelligent control via APP client Air 
conditioning switch, temperature, mode, and real-
time feedback to the client Line status and battery 
usage.

Induction lamp

(Subject to the 
real thing)

Induction lamp status Flashing red: Network 
configuration status
Green or blue long light:
 successful networking

reset

Safety Tip: Maximum power 3500W, maximum current 16A.
 Please ensure that it is used in a safe use environment and
 pay attention to moisture protection measures.

1. Connect the air conditioner power plug to the air
 conditioner smart companion.

2. Insert the air conditioner smart companion into 
the fixed socket.

After the first power-on, the indicator will enter the red flash 
status. If not, press and hold the reset button.

Precautions

There is high pressure inside the equ-
ipment.If you need maintenance,please 
find a professional.

Do not exceed the rated load of the el-
ectrical equipment

If the WiFi signal light is on, it ind-
icates that the device is disconnected
from the network or there are other ab-
normalities;

If the router name linked to the device 
is Chinese, the distribution network 
may fail.

This product only supports 2.4G network
and does not support wireless networks
 in other frequency bands;

The interface of different specificat-
ions is different. Please refer to the 
actual information of the product.

Click the "+"
 symbol in 
the top right corner

Select the type of 
device to be 
networked

Enter the password for the
WiFi connected to your phone.

Device "Settings" button

After the distribution network is successful,
 match the air conditioner remote control
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